SPECIALITY TEAS AND INFUSIONS

AFTERNOON TEA

£2.50 supplement with afternoon tea

£26 per person

BY WEDGWOOD
With a glass of:

MYTHICAL CREATURES

Pommery Brut Royal NV £36 per person
Pommery Brut Rosé NV £39 per person
Selection of sandwiches

Let your imagination wander to a land of Mythical
Creatures by Kit Kemp. A tea with oolong, sunflower
blossoms, cornflower blossoms and a touch of ripe
green mango

Cucumber and celery salt on granary bread
Smoked salmon and cream cheese
on brown bread
Egg mayonnaise and mustard cress on white bread
Coronation chicken bagel, yoghurt, coriander
Selection of desserts

BY MY CUP OF TEA

Chocolate and orange opéra cake
Pear and almond tartlet
Raspberry and rose macaron
Apple crumble muffin

HALMARI ASSAM
A whole leaf tea that includes full golden tips, this
second flush Halmari is harvested in June, which
gives a slight malty flavour with flowery notes
ROOIBOS

Scones with clotted cream and preserves
Includes your choice of coffee,
hot chocolate or tea:
BREAKFAST TEA
A distinctive subtle blend of bright and refreshing
Assam and Kenyan teas, combined with the
mellowness of the finest tea from Ceylon
EARL GREY
Sourced from the highest quality of tea leaves and
natural Bergamot oil, characterised with refreshing
hints of citrus

The branches of the wild-growing South African
shrub are dried in the sun, creating a high quality
tea, ruby in colour and sweetly aromatic taste
EGYPTIAN CHAMOMILE
A calming and gentle drink, this chamomile is from
Egypt where the climate is perfect to create an
aromatic and clean-tasting infusion
PURE GREEN MAO FENG
Clean and fresh, spring harvested, this Mao Feng
has deeper vegetal notes. The deep green, long
and slender leaves are signs of quality
WHITE SILVER TIP
Plucked by hand and gently dried to retain the
delicate flavour, this tea has honey aromas and
notes of peach, dandelion and hay
SUMMER MINT

SMALL BITES
As a supplement with afternoon tea

A highly aromatic plant, well known for its medicinal
benefits, this sweet, minty infusion relieves tension

Finger sandwiches £7 / Scones £5.50

WHITE JASMINE
Made by covering tea leaves with freshly-picked
white jasmine flowers. The leaves take up the
fragrance to make a delicate and subtle tea

We hope you enjoy your meal. Tim & Kit Kemp
All prices are inclusive of VAT
A discretionary 12.5% charge will be added to your bill
For more information on allergens or dietary requirements, please speak to one of the team

